STK hosts GLOBALG.A.P. TOUR in Jerusalem
“In order for agriculture to become increasingly sustainable, bio-pesticides must continue to expand
their role as an integral part of crop protection”, says Guy Elitzur, CEO of STK (Stockton). This is
why STK, which develops and markets cutting-edge botanical-based solutions, hosted the 2017
GLOBALG.A.P TOUR in Jerusalem on 13 November.
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The annual TOUR is part of a campaign to engage leading stakeholders in the agricultural sector
worldwide. GLOBALG.A.P. is a global organization that sets voluntary standards of Good
Agricultural Practices for the certification of agricultural products worldwide.
The Israeli leg of the tour was held at the Orient Hotel in Jerusalem. It saw all STK’s global
representatives gather under one roof with GLOBALG.A.P stakeholders in Israel and governmental
officials representing the agricultural, and food industry sectors.
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“It was a real pleasure to host GlobalGAP tour in Israel and to discuss the integration of biological
solutions into the conventional standard as an important part of the transition into sustainable
agriculture”, says Elitzur. “GLOBALG.A.P. represents the new standard for sustainable agriculture,
and we do think that STK’s biological solutions is part of this new standard.”
“I think STK has a lot to offer in this area,” says Guy. “By hosting this tour, we introduced
GLOBALG.A.P’s activities to our employees. We also showed the what we are doing to other
stakeholders in the agricultural sector. It was a fantastic synergy. We hope that this relationship will
go from strength to strength in the future.”
Kristian Moeller, CEO GLOBALG.A.P. said before the tour was held, “Having STK hosting the
TOUR Stop in Jerusalem means we can rely on a very strong, internationally recognized partner.
This way we can reach out to producers in Israel, pairing sustainability with technological innovation.
We thank STK for the support by giving GLOBALG.A.P. a voice in Israel.”
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